Harbinger Systems speaking and exhibiting at Cloud Expo West
2015
Speaker session title ‘Harnessing the Power of Linked Open Data Cloud for Better Decision
Making’ and demo session on ‘IoT for You- Smart Watch, Smart Home, Smart Office’ and
Booth #221
PUNE, INDIA; REDMOND, WA, OCTOBER 21, 2015
Harbinger Systems, a global company providing software technology services, today announced that it is
participating as a Speaker and an Exhibitor at the Cloud Expo West, from November 3-5, 2015 at the
Santa Clara Convention Center, CA. Managed by Sys-Con Media, the 17th International Cloud Expo
brings the world of Cloud Computing, Big- Data/analytics, Internet of Things and DevOps on one
platform.
“Participating as a speaker and an exhibitor for the third consecutive year makes this event special for us.
This is an excellent platform to meet with industry veterans and exchange views on Cloud, Data Science
and IoT. We are making investments in R&D and incubation initiatives in this realm; helping our
customers stay ahead of the industry. We are thrilled to be taking part in Cloud Expo event,” said Suhas
Joshi, Vice President- Technology, Harbinger Systems.
Harbinger’s this year highlight at Cloud Expo will be one-of-a-kind session ‘Harnessing the power of
linked open data cloud for better decision making’ on November 3, 4.40-5.15pm, track-Enterprise Cloud
Adoption. Harbinger GM- Technology Solutions and Senior Architect team will talk about the approach
to access, re-organize and load valuable data from linked open data cloud in your environment to enable
Big-Data Analytics. This session will also touch-base on real-life examples as how some companies are
benefiting by the implementation of dataset from open data cloud for making informed decisions in their
practice. The presentation will also share the use cases and implementation approach in healthcare where
open data analytics can help in creating innovations. To know more about this topic, please visit session
details.
On day two of the event, Shrikant Pattathil, President, Harbinger Systems will deliver an insightful
session titled ‘IoT for You- Smart Watch, Smart Home, Smart Office’ designed to help companies share
insights about challenges in the IoT space and our expertise in varied IoT solutions. This session will be
conducted on November 4, 2.35-2.55pm.
Harbinger will be showcasing its IoT, Cloud and Analytics experience at booth #221. To pre-book a
meeting with Harbinger team to discover how Harbinger solutions add value to you, write to
hsinfo@harbingergroup.com. For more information on Cloud Computing Expo, visit
http://www.cloudcomputingexpo.com/

About Harbinger Systems
Harbinger Systems is a global company providing software technology services for independent software
vendors and enterprises, with a specialization in product engineering. Since 1990, Harbinger has
developed a strong customer base worldwide.
Harbinger Systems builds software solutions leveraging social, mobile, analytics, and cloud (SMAC)
technologies for domains such as human capital management (HCM), healthcare, eLearning, and
publishing. Harbinger Systems also uses emerging technologies like Big-Data, OpenStack, and Internet of
Things (IoT) to build products for tech startups. Harbinger Systems is ranked in 'The Global Outsourcing
100' listing by International Association of Outsourcing Professionals consecutively for last four years.
Harbinger Systems is a part of Harbinger Group. Harbinger Group is a leading global provider of
innovative software products and services to companies in over 60 countries. For more information about
Harbinger Systems, visit www.harbinger-systems.com
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